TRUMPET VOLUNTARY
while the sentiments recall that epistle thanking a nobleman firom
Harry Graham's "Perfect Gentleman":
my lord,
Thank you a thousand times.   Thanks, and again thanks.
Your obedient servant,
wilfred scotteju
P.S.—Many thanks.
I have selected the next two notes at random, for their brevity
no less than for their obscure hints at family devotion:
Theory of the Couvade—the father who suffers pain at birth of
child.   Analogy of method of sea-horses.
Dry fever—flat as enamel compared with rocking jollity of Phyllis
and her cradle.
Stories and tides and names for stories in their earliest rough-
note stage have an undeniable dream-like quality.   The mists that
float about them in filmy scarves of grey, Hft for an instant—
Those shaken mists a space unsetde, then
Round the half-glimpse'd turrets, slowly wash again.
Title: Its Really the Cows. No difficulty in associating this
widi a faintly exasperated reflection on double summer-time.. We
can all recognize the invariable answer to our question as to why
we should be robbed of that lovely gift of a daylight hour long
before we are ready to yield it to the marching dark? "Well,
you see," the Better-informed offer in eager but stumbling explana-
tion, "it's really the cows," One day I shall write this article; I
have much to say about my own point of view versus the cows.
We must all be adaptable in war-time, but who and what are the
cows that they should be so fussy 2
Title: A Bee-line for your Nuque. Madame's hair was swept
up at the back and piled high, and Madame had exquisite little
tendrils to tantalize the Frenchman (Old School) into forgetting
that Monsieur le Mari might return at any moment
Tide: Fatty in Brackets. Story about an In Memoriam notice
seen in The Times: "My dearly loved husband Aubrey Edward
Robinson ('Fatty') who departed this life still honoured and never
forgotten/' The story would concern itself with Aubrey Edward's
point of view while he was still alive, about that affectionate nick-
name from wiiich his dear ones would not release him even after
death.
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